Thurs, Sept 8
130hz, left side goal
Big Yellow - E goes right in and to the top. At the fork, e leans toward the correct side, then
wavers back and forth. E goes further into the fork and retracts a bit, facing and looking in the
correct side. E turns around and heads back toward the entrance toward . E goes slowly then
stops, retracts, and stays there for the remainder of the 10 minutes. Then, I remove the correct
cap and put down a bit of strawberry. Eventually, e comes out again, turns around and sits there
facing the correct way. I pull em out of the maze.
Isabella - E starts into the maze and up top right away. E is going from the wrong side toward
the fork. E straightens at the fork though and begins going to the correct side, then in, then
retracts, then looks both ways, then starts into the correct side again. E heads down the correct
side toward the cap. A little over half way to the cap, e turns then slimes further up to the top,
then turns around. E goes back toward the fork and sits, looking toward the entrance, goes into
the entrance a bit, then sits again. E starts moving again and slimes up to the top of the tube
then starts to turn around again. E still has a few minutes until eir ten minutes is up, so e might
be wandering (confused?) for a while. E doesn’t fully turn around and just sits diagonally
between the two speakers, moreso facing the entrance. 1 minutes left and e remains there. At
10 minutes, I open the cap and lay down the strawberry. After a couple minutes, a spray em to
wake em up. E only retracts further until I pull em out of the maze.
Trails - E heads out and up and toward the fork on the correct side. E enters the fork and starts
a bit into the correct side, then retracts a bit and looks into the other side and goes in. A little
past half way, e begins to turn around then heads back toward the fork. E goes in back toward
the entrance then turns back into the correct side. E fully enters then turns back and starts into
the wrong way again. E looks into the cap and sits next to where there is a small hole, sits there
a moment then turns around and goes back toward the fork. When e is nearly there, then 10
minute mark hits and I open the correct side cap and lay down the strawberry. Eir head is in the
fork, once e is in the entrance part, e turns around and goes down the correct side and exits the
maze.
Dr. Strange - E heads in slowly. About half way through the entrance tube, e heads up to the
top on the correct side then heads down toward the fork, then turns back down and back toward
the entrance. Then, e turns back around and heads toward the fork on the wrong side, then
moves over to the correct side and moves further toward the fork. Then, e turns around again
back toward the entrance. Then, e retracts. E is at a little over 8 minutes. Then, e goes back to
the top and turns around again, then changes course and goes toward the bottom on the on the
wrong side. Then, e enters the fork and starts toward the correct side, then turns around again
and heads toward the entrance on the bottom. Ten minutes hits and I open the correct side cap
and lay down the strawberry. E is in the entrance cap going to the top. E starts to turn toward
the wrong side, then changes course and turns around on the correct side then stops before
entering the maze. E turns back into the cap then around again. Then, FINALLY, e turns into the

maze, then retracts. I have no idea what’s going on here. I give em a spray. E slowly comes out
of the maze, just enough to tease me, then heads back into the cap, then turns around and
actually goes into the maze, sliming down toward the fork on the wrong side, then heads toward
the top and is slightly on the correct side by the time e makes it to the fork. E enters the correct
side and exits the maze.

